CARLY POPE AND KRISTOFFER POLAHA STAR IN
‘DOUBLE HOLIDAY’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING DECEMBER 21, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
Part of the Network’s Annual “Countdown to Christmas” Programming Event,
Celebrating its 10th Anniversary in 2019
STUDIO CITY, CA – November 26, 2019 – Carly Pope (“Suits”) and Kristoffer Polaha
(“Condor”) star as co-workers competing for a promotion but brought together amidst the
celebration of both Hanukkah and Christmas, in “Double Holiday,” a new, original movie
premiering Saturday, December 21 (8 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel as part of the
network’s beloved, number one-rated programming event, “Countdown to Christmas,” which
celebrates its tenth anniversary this year. Hallmark Channel is historically the #1 television
network in all of Q4.
Career-minded real estate project manager Rebecca Hoffman’s (Pope) plans for
celebrating Hanukkah with her family don’t go as expected when a promotion opportunity comes
up at work. As Hanukkah is beginning, the company’s CEO asks Rebecca and Chris (Polaha) –
her insufferable office mate and main competition for the promotion – to plan the company’s
upcoming Christmas party, which is more important than usual with a major new client hanging
in the balance. She’s not thrilled about being paired with him but realizes they must overcome
their opposing styles in order to succeed. As their planning progresses, Chris embraces Rebecca
and her family’s Hanukkah traditions as he learns about them when he joins their nightly
celebrations. In turn, Rebecca begins to see him in a new light as they spend time together away
from the office. Although feelings slowly develop between the two, the ongoing competition for
the promotion – along with another suitor for Rebecca – threatens to douse the flames that are
beginning to glow. But the night of the party, Chris makes a grand gesture that just may win her
heart.
“Double Holiday” is produced by Muse Entertainment. Joel Rice and Jonas Prupas serve
as executive producer. Shane Boucher is the producer. Don McBrearty directed from a script by
Nina Weinman.
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